f | /(*) | x»dx < T($n +1), j8 < 1,
for an infinity of n, then f(z) =0.
This theorem, in a still more general form, can be deduced from a theorem of Ahlfors We may suppose, without loss of generality, that <f>(n) <log n. Let a(n) be a function such that 0 <a(n) \ 1, and {1 -a(n)} log n-»oo , but is o{<j>(n)}. Let /*(£) denote the logarithmic length of E, and suppose that |/(rei9)| >e~n on a set En in («a(n), X«a(n)), X>1, where w is an integer for which (1) holds. We have w»e-»*(n) •> I | /(re«) | r»oV > ern I rn+1r-ldr J E" J E" > e-"n(n+l)"<■"'>n(En) and hence n(E") < exp {m + n log w -(w + 1) log n + (
Thus |/(re*)| =e-n on (wo(n), X»a(n)) except at most for a set whose logarithmic length approaches zero as n-> oo through the values satisfying (1) . In other words, in the specified intervals, except for a set of infinitesimal logarithmic length, r_1 log | f{rea) | = -n/r = -n/na(-n) = -exp { [l -a(w)]log n\ -> -00 .
Since the logarithmic length of (w"(n>, Xwa(n)) is log X, we have r~1 log |/(rei8)|->-oo on a set of intervals of infinite logarithmic length. By Theorem 2, this can happen only if/(z)=0.
It is not essential to suppose that/(iy) is bounded, since Theorem 2 remains true if we assume only, for example, that f (1 + y2)~l log+ | f{iy) \dy<™ (see [2] ); for the application to Theorem 3 we need still less, for example that f-«,y~2 log \f(iy)f( -iy)\dy<0{\).
